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Abstract: Quantum walks are more than tools for building quantum algorithms. They have
been used effectively to model and simulate quantum dynamics in many complex physical
processes. Particularly, a variant of discrete-time quantum walk known as split-step quantum
walk is closely related to Dirac cellular automata and topological insulators, whose realizations
rely on position-dependent control of evolution operators. Owing to the ease of manipulating
multiple degrees of freedom of photons, we provide an optical setup of split-step operators which,
in combination with position-dependent coin (PDC) operation, can accomplish a table-top setup
of generalized split-step walks. Also, we propose an optical implementation for PDC operation
that allows, for instance, realizing electric quantum walks, control localization dynamics, and
emulate space-time curvature effects. In addition, we propose a setup to realize any t-step
split-step quantum walk involving 2 J-plates, 2 variable waveplates, a half-waveplate, an optical
switch, and an optical delay line.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Quantum walks offer simpler means to contrive quantum simulators, allowing one to probe
complex and directly inaccessible quantum processes in a controllable manner. Since quantum
walks offer universal quantum computation, they go beyond just being quantum counterparts
to classical random walks [1]. Although known for spreading quadratically faster in position
space, they have also proved to be of immense utility in various domains, like in quantum
computation [2,3], quantum algorithms [4], generating quantum random numbers [5], modeling
topological phenomena [6,7], simulating Floquet-Chern insulator [8], simulation of Majarona
modes and edge states [9], studying interplay between Bloch oscillations and Landau-Zener
transitions [10], and entanglement transfer protocols [11]. In parallel to the various theoretical
proposals highlighting the practical usefulness of quantum walks, significant progress has also
been reported demonstrating the experimental implementation and controlling the dynamics of
discrete-time quantum walks (DTQW) in several quantum systems, such as linear optics [12], ion
traps [13,14], and neutral atom traps [15].

The ever increasing interest in quantum walks as theoretical models for exploring various
complex phenomena naturally begets the implementation schemes suitable for a laboratory setting
[16]. The photonic systems have proved to be one of the most viable platforms for witnessing
DTQWs at room temperature, in that they have been demonstrated under various settings such as,
time-bin encoding [17], interferometers [18]. Quantum walks using spin angular momentum
(SAM) and orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light beams are also proposed [19–21] and some
are experimentally demonstrated [22–27]. The cost-effectiveness of producing single photons
now prompts one to favor optical setups. Furthermore, a photonic platform enables each photon
in free space to act as a walker.
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It is well known that a DTQW initiated in a symmetric state involving a repeated application of
the same walk unitary results in a symmetric probability distribution [28,29]. Modifying the walk
unitary at each iteration of the walk gives rise to a variety of probability distributions [30,31].
For instance, in split-step quantum walks (SSQW), each walk requires two step operations and
two coin operations [6,32–34]. Varying the rotation angle in the coin operator provides one way
to tweak the walk unitary in a controllable fashion. In a lattice, altering the coin operator can be
done at either each step leading to step-dependent coin operation [31] or each position giving rise
to position-dependent coin (PDC) operation [35]. PDC operation has been realized in different
platforms such as polarization-path degrees of freedom (DoF) [32,36,37] and polarization-time
bin DoF [33,38].

In this work, we focus on position-dependent operation owing to its unique properties being
useful in various avenues such as inducing topological phases [39], quantum ratchets [40],
implementing generalized measurements on a single qubit [36,41], and universal quantum
computation using quantum walks [3,42]. This flexibility in the PDC operation has far reaching
implications to the extent of signifying curvature of the space-time lattice [43,44]. The electric
quantum walks featuring unique transport properties can be formulated from PDC operations
[45]. Moreover, the universal quantum computing based on single-particle DTQW relies on
position-dependent operation to effectively implement the phase gates [3].

We propose a linear optical realization of PDC operator and translation operators using
OAM-polarization DoF of a single photon. This will allow us to build a complete setup to realize
various kinds of discrete-time quantum walks on a table-top optical bench setting.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief introduction to various kinds of
quantum walks in Sec. 2. A proposal for coin and step operators are given in Sec. 3 which is
later extended to an optical setup for generalized split-step quantum walks. We conclude with a
short discussion in Sec. 4.

2. Discrete-time quantum walks and PDC operator

The evolution of the DTQW is defined and controlled using a unitary operator defined on a
tensor product of two Hilbert spaces Hc ⊗Hp, where Hc is the coin Hilbert space spanned by the
internal states |0⟩ and |1⟩ of a walker (a single qubit), while Hp represents the position Hilbert
space given by the position states |x⟩ with x ∈ Z. Here, the unitary quantum coin operation, Ĉθ ,
is a unitary rotation operator that acts only on the coin qubit space,

Ĉθ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos θ −i sin θ

−i sin θ cos θ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ⊗ Îp, (1)

where θ is a coin bias parameter that can be varied at each time-step, each position or both
to implement different kinds of quantum walks, and Îp is the identity operator in the position
space [1]. The conditional position-shift operator, Ŝ, translates the particle to the left and right
conditioned by the state of the coin qubit,

Ŝ =
∑︂
x∈Z

[︂
|0⟩⟨0| ⊗ |x − 1⟩⟨x| + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗ |x + 1⟩⟨x|

]︂
. (2)

The state of the particle after t steps of the walk, is obtained by the repeated action of the
operator Ŵ = ŜĈθ on the initial state of the particle |ψ⟩c = α |0⟩ + β |1⟩ (for α, β ∈ C) at position
x = 0,

|Ψ(x, t)⟩ = Ŵ t
[︃
|ψ⟩c ⊗ |x = 0⟩

]︃
=
∑︂

x

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψl

x,t

ψr
x,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3)
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where ψl(r)
x,t denotes the left (right) propagating component of the particle at time-step t. The

probability of finding the particle at position x and time t will be P(x, t) = |ψl
x,t |

2 + |ψr
x,t |

2.
Split-step quantum walks: For the ease of understanding of realization scheme, we briefly

outline the SSQW as well. Each step of a SSQW is a composition of two half step evolutions
with different coin bases and position shift operators,

Ŵss = Ŝ+Ĉθ2 Ŝ−Ĉθ1 , (4)

where the coin operation Ĉθk , with k = 1, 2, is given in Eq. (1). We note that in the general case,
these coin operators can be chosen as the elements of the U(2) group. However, because the
overall phase does not matter, we can, without loss of generality, consider both coin operators to
be elements of the group SU(2). The split-step position shift operators are,

Ŝ− = |0⟩⟨0| ⊗
∑︂
x∈Z

|x − 1⟩⟨x| + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗
∑︂
x∈Z

|x⟩⟨x|, (5a)

Ŝ+ = |0⟩⟨0| ⊗
∑︂
x∈Z

|x⟩⟨x| + |1⟩⟨1| ⊗
∑︂
x∈Z

|x + 1⟩⟨x|. (5b)

The repeated applications of Ŵss on an initial state |ψ⟩c brings the particle to a state at time t
and position x described by the differential equation [14],

∂

∂t

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψl

x,t

ψr
x,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = cos θ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos θ1 −i sin θ1

i sin θ1 − cos θ1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∂

∂x

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψl

x,t

ψr
x,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(θ1 + θ2) − 1 −i sin(θ1 + θ2)

−i sin(θ1 + θ2) cos(θ1 + θ2) − 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψl

x,t

ψr
x,t

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(6)

By controlling the parameters θ1 and θ2, the split-step quantum walk turns into the one-
dimensional Dirac equations for massless and massive spin-1/2 particles [46].

Position-dependent coin operator: According to (3), the homogeneous quantum walk
involves repeated application of a single unitary coin operation Ĉ, thus limiting the available
space of unitaries (set of Ŵ) for realizing a generic quantum walk. The constraint is lifted by
allowing to choose a different coin operation at each lattice position (or integral orbital angular
momentum), thus increasing the set of accessible coin operations as a step towards implementing
general walks. A PDC operator Ĉ(x) ≡ Ĉ(x)[χ(x), ξ(x), η(x), θ(x)] hosts rotation angles that
depend on the position in the lattice, defined as,

Ĉ(x) =
∑︂

x
eiχ(x)eiξ(x)σ2eiη(x)σ3eiθ(x)σ2 ⊗ |x⟩⟨x|. (7)

The 2 × 2 matrix on each position vector |x⟩ is an element of the SU(2) group, whereas eiχ(x)

is an element of the U(1) group. Correspondingly, the walk unitary at each step will now be,
Ŵ (x) = ŜĈ(x)

θ and the final state after t steps is

|Ψ(x, t)⟩ = Ŵ (x)
t Ŵ (x)

t−1 · · · Ŵ
(x)
1

[︂
|ψ⟩c ⊗ |x = 0⟩

]︂
.

Generalized split-step quantum walks: We define the generalized version of split-step walks
as the SSQW with PDC operators. Unitary operator corresponding to such a walk is

Û(x) = Ŝ+Ĉ(x)
2 Ŝ−Ĉ(x)

1 , (8)

where Ŝ± are the shift operators as given in (5a) and (5b), and Ĉ(x)
k are PDC operators for

k = {1, 2} as given in (7). This is unlike the case of SSQW since the coin parameters there are
fixed for all positions.
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3. Realization of generalized SSQW

We remark that while the position basis is realized with the OAM degree of freedom (DoF) of the
single photon, the coin basis is realized with the polarization DoF of the same. We extensively
make use of J-plates for simultaneously manipulating both OAM and polarization DoF of a
single photon. The Jones matrix corresponding to a J-plate is

J(δx, δy, ϑ) = R−ϑ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
eiδx 0

0 eiδy

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ Rϑ , (9)

where Rϑ = e−iϑσ2 , with σ2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 −i

i 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . Here, δx and δy are, respectively, phase shifts provided

by the J-plate along x- and y-directions [47,48], and the diagonal matrix on the RHS of Eq. (9)
can be thought of as a ‘phase shifter’ matrix with ϑ as the rotation angle about its z-axis. In other
words, each point of the J-plate acts like a tiny variable waveplate which can rotate independently
about the z-axis. For our photonic implementation of quantum walks, we employ the polarization
DoF spanned by {|H⟩, |V⟩} to replace the role of coin basis, while OAM modes denoted by {|ℓ⟩}
will replace the position basis. The OAM mode |ℓ⟩ is known to contain a transverse phase profile
eiℓφ , where ϕ = tan−1(y/x) with (x, y) denoting the transverse plane coordinates of the beam [49].
Evidently, the OAM mode |ℓ⟩ carries a longitudinal OAM of ℓℏ per photon [49]. In our paper,
we denote any beam containing the phase profile eiℓφ as |ℓ⟩, regardless of the amplitude profile
of the same.

3.1. Split-step operators

The split-step operators Ŝ− and Ŝ+ from Eqs. (5a) and (5b) assume the following form in the
polarization and OAM DoF :

Ŝ−=e−iφ |H⟩⟨H | + |V⟩⟨V |, (10)

Ŝ+=|H⟩⟨H | + eiφ |V⟩⟨V |, (11)

where ϕ = tan−1(y/x), with (x, y) being the coordinates in the transverse plane in which a J-plate
is kept. We can implement these split-step operators using dynamic wave retarders [50] which
are physically achieved through a spatial light modulator. These split-step operators can also be
realized using a J-plate as follows. The operator Ŝ− is realized using the J-plate J(−ϕ, 0, 0), and
Ŝ+ is realized using the J-plate J(0, ϕ, 0). Thus, when a horizontal (vertical) polarized single
photon carrying an OAM of ℓℏ per photon, namely, the mode |ℓ⟩, passes through a J-plate
implementing the operator Ŝ− (Ŝ+), its OAM gets converted to |ℓ − 1⟩ (|ℓ + 1⟩); however, its
polarization remains unchanged. As an aside, it can be noted that the shift operator Ŝ described
in Eq. (2) appearing in the DTQW can be realized with a J-plate J(−ϕ, ϕ, 0).

3.2. Position-dependent coin operator

A realization scheme for the PDC operator Ĉ(x) from (7) is shown in Fig. 1. First, we consider
a single photon in the state |ψ⟩ =

∑︁
ℓ

(︁
c(H)

ℓ
|H⟩ + c(V)

ℓ
|V⟩

)︁
⊗ |ℓ⟩, where c(H)

ℓ
’s and c(V)

ℓ
’s are

normalized coefficients pertaining to a given OAM mode |ℓ⟩. In principle, the state |ψ⟩ can
be generated using either a dynamic wave retarder [50] or in combination of polarization
beamsplitters and holograms [51]. Using the OAM sorter (OAM-S) [52,53], photons with
different OAM values are spatially sorted so that modes with OAM values fall into the lens L1 as
{· · · ,−1, 0, 1, . . .}. The modes reaching lens L1 are assumed to be sufficiently separated from
each other and do not overlap. By passing through L1, the modes travel parallel to the z-axis.
Now each of these OAM modes is imparted with a U(2) group operation in their respective
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polarization state as follows. It can be easily verified that the PDC operator, Ĉ(x) [Eq. (7)], can be
realized using J-plates [Eq. (9)] as

Ĉ(x) =
∑︂

x

⎛⎜⎝eiξ(x)σ2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ei[χ(x)+η(x)] 0

0 ei[χ(x)−η(x)]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ e−iξ(x)σ2⎞⎟⎠ ei[θ(x)+ξ(x)]σ2 ⊗ |x⟩⟨x|

=
∑︂

x
J(χ(x) + η(x), χ(x) − η(x), ξ(x))J

(︃
0, π,

θ(x) + ξ(x)
2

)︃
σ3 ⊗ |x⟩⟨x|,

(12)

where σ3 = diag (1,−1). Because σ3 can be realized using a HWP, we find that Ĉ(x) can be
realized using 2 J-plates and a HWP. In Fig. 1 we have labeled these two J-plates respectively
with Q1 and Q2. Therefore, this arrangement effectively implements a U(2) operation on each
OAM mode. Because lens L2 ignores the polarization of the incoming beam, the polarization
state of the beam is not affected. We remark that since the polarization state of each OAM mode
is different, these OAM modes will not interfere by Fresnel-Arago’s law [54]. Hence, the output
of the sorter and the collimating lens would be an array of collimated non-overlapping beams.
Thus these OAM modes with different polarization states are recombined by the lens L2 and sent
to the second OAM-S which is operated in reverse to obtain a single beam as desired [55].

Fig. 1. A realization scheme for PDC operation, represented by the operator Ĉ(x) [see
Eq. (12)]. The plates Q1, Q2, and half-waveplate (HWP) implement the U(2) operation on
each OAM mode, where Q1 and Q2 are realized using J-plates [see Eq. (12)]. While the
first OAM-sorter (OAM-S) spatially separates the constituent OAM modes present in the
incoming beam, the second one acts in reverse to recombine them.

3.3. SSQW realization

We now show how the SSQW operation can be realized using J-plates, variable waveplates, and
HWPs. We observe that Ŵss in Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

Ŵss = Ŝ+Ĉ3(Ĉ†

1Ŝ−Ĉ1), (13)

where Ĉ3 = Ĉ2Ĉ1. Suppose |u1⟩ and |u2⟩ are the column vectors of Ĉ†

1. Making use of Eq. (10)
we find that,

Ĉ†

1Ŝ−Ĉ1 = e−iφ |u1⟩⟨u1 | + |u2⟩⟨u2 |. (14)

Because the column vectors |u1⟩ and |u2⟩ are orthogonal, we can conveniently parameterize
them as, |u1⟩ = (cosα, eiβ sinα)T , and |u2⟩ = (− sinα, eiβ cosα)T , where α and β respect
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0 ≤ α ≤ 2π and 0 ≤ β<2π. It is now straightforward to verify that

Ĉ†

1Ŝ−Ĉ1 = ei(π−β)σ3/2J(−ϕ, 0,α)e−i(π−β)σ3/2, (15)

Availing the Euler decomposition allows the following form for Ĉ3:

Ĉ3 = eiγ1σ3/2eiγ2σ2/2eiγ3σ3/2

= (−i)ei(γ1+π)σ3/2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos γ2/2 sin γ2/2

sin γ2/2 − cos γ2/2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ eiγ3σ3/2.
(16)

Substituting Eqs. (11), (15), and (16) in Eq. (13) simplifies the walk unitary to an optically
amenable form,

Ŵss = (−i)J
(︁
(γ2 + π)/2, ϕ − (γ1 + π)/2, 0

)︁ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos γ2/2 sin γ2/2

sin γ2/2 − cos γ2/2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ei(π−β+γ3)σ3/2

× J(−ϕ, 0,α) e−i(π−β)σ3/2.

(17)

Ignoring the overall phase factor (−i), we realize each of J
(︁
(γ1 + π)/2, ϕ − (γ1 + π)/2, 0

)︁
and

J(−ϕ, 0,α) using a J-plate. Likewise, each of ei(π−β+γ3)σ3/2 and e−i(π−β)σ3/2 can be realized using
a variable waveplate. The remaining 2 × 2 rotation matrix on the RHS can be realized using a
rotated HWP. This just constitutes one step of the SSQW. Making use of an optical switch (OS)
[56,57] and an optical delay line (ODL), we can let the single photon to pass through the same set
of optical components t times and realize a t-step SSQW. This has been illustrated in Fig. 3. We
remark that DTQW operation with SU(2) coin can be realized by replacing Ŵss operation in the
Fig. 3 with Ŵ [see Eq. (3)] which requires a J-plate, 2 quarter waveplates, and a HWP. Further,
directed quantum walk can also be realized using DTQW setup by appropriately modifying the
shift operation (or equivalently, the J-plate parameters). These three types of quantum walks are
equivalent under certain conditions, and the relation between them can be found in Ref. [58].

Fig. 2. A realization scheme for generalized SSQW operation. In each step of the walk,
the unitary operations given in Eq. (8) are sequentially applied to the incoming single
photon. Here, the shift operators, Ŝ− and Ŝ+, are realized using J-plates [see Eq. (9)]. On
the other hand, the coin operators Ĉ(x)

1 and Ĉ(x)
2 are realized by position-dependent coin

(PDC) operations as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, measurement of probability amplitudes can be
performed using an assembly of OAM sorter (OAM-S), polarization beamsplitters (PBS),
and single photon detectors (SPD).
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3.4. Generalized SSQW operation

In order to achieve the generalized SSQW, the operators Ĉ(x)
1 , Ŝ−, Ĉ(x)

2 , and Ŝ+, as in Eq. (8), need
to be applied sequentially to the incoming photons. A sequential operation must be repeated at
every step of the quantum walk, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Finally, a measurement operation can be
performed as follows. By using an OAM sorter, all the constituent OAM modes can be spatially
separated. Each OAM mode requires the use of a polarization beamsplitter (PBS) that separates
both horizontal and vertical polarization states. In order to sort N OAM modes before measuring,
we will need one OAM sorter and 2N PBS. Using single photon detectors (SPD), the probability
coefficients can be measured.

4. Discussion and concluding remarks

Motivated by the expandability and integrability offered by photonic quantum walks, we make
use of OAM and polarization DoF in this proposal for implementation of step and coin operators
and thus paving way to realization of various walks. We bring forth an assembly of OAM-sorters
to realize PDC operations which inserts a U(1) phase to the walk unitary. Remarking that SSQW
procures a natural means to engineer Dirac Hamiltonian, we have emphasized the importance for
their optical implementation. Using a combination of J-plates, variable waveplates and HWPs,
we were able to provide a simpler setup for step and position-independent coin operators. In
conjunction with OAM-sorters, we added PDC operations to the realization scheme as a way to
emulate generalized SSQW.

One of the possible applications of PDC operator is to implement electric quantum walks. A
DTQW can be turned into an electric walk upon acting by the operator F̂E := exp(iφx̂) at each
step of the walk, where φ represents the phase imparted by the effective electric field present
between two adjacent sites. In effect, the electric walk unitary can be formulated as, ŴE = F̂EŴ.
It has been observed that the position-dependent imparting of phase gives rise to the dynamics
which has a striking resemblance to Bloch oscillations of a charged particle in electric field [59].
A quantum walker can also be subdiffused by means of random rotation angles at each step in
PDC operators resulting in Anderson-like localization [60].

As noted in the Introduction, PDC operation has been realized in both polarization-path DoF
[32,36,37] as well as polarization-time bin DoF [33,38]. In our scheme, the walk evolution is
implemented in polarization-OAM DoF and can be thought of an one-shot scheme because PDC
operation is realized at each step for all OAM modes at the same time (see Fig. 1). Further,
as opposed to the multipath interferometric schemes such as that of Ref. [32,36,37], the walk
evolution happens in a single beam in our proposed scheme. Therefore, we believe that our setup
is scalable and stable. Consequently, unlike interferometric methods, our proposed scheme does
not suffer from alignment issue. In addition, our proposed OAM-sorter makes use of log-polar
coordinate transformation, which is in-principle an invertible transformation. While our setup
is based on OAM-sorters proposed in Refs. [52,53], we believe that the degradation of radial
degrees of freedom can be weakened with the possible advancements in OAM sorting such as
[61–63]. Because of these recent experimental advancements, we believe that our setup can
realize position-dependent coin operations in a controllable environment.

The optical setups have the added benefit of not needing ultra-low temperatures for performing
quantum walks in contrast to superconducting, cold atoms, or ion-trap systems. While the
optical components required for a larger number of steps of the walk might prove to be bulky,
our SSQW design uses a more compact setup than earlier suggested approaches. Because both
coin and shift operations are the same for each step of the SSQW, we do not need to change the
parameters of J-plates – which are just (static) metasurfaces – for each step of the walk (see
Fig. 3). Consequently, any t-step SSQW is readily realized by passing a single photon repeatedly
t-times through the optical components realizing Ŵss. On the other hand, we need to change the
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J-plate parameters for every step of the generalized SSQW operation, as it involves two PDC
operations (see Figs. 1 and 2). Provided we can make use of dynamic metasurfaces [64,65] in
place of static J-plates to realize PDC operations, every step of the generalized SSQW operation
can be realized using a ‘repetitive optical setup’ as in Fig. 3. However, such repetitive setups
demand nanosecond response times, whereas dynamic metasurfaces based on liquid crystal
technology can respond in the order of milliseconds only. And faster switching times are possible
by using switching mechanisms such as charge injection into semiconductors, albeit having lower
efficiency [66]. Therefore, by engineering such dynamic metasurfaces with nanosecond response
times, it is possible to have a repetitive optical setup to realize generalized SSQW operation.

Fig. 3. Shown here is the optical realization of SSQW. Here, each step operation is
realized using 2 J-plates, 1 HWP, and 2 variable waveplates (VWP) as in Eq. (17), with
γ′ = (γ2 + π)/2 and ϕ′ = ϕ − (γ1 + π)/2. An incoming single photon (ISP) passing through
these optical elements has performed one step of the SSQW. If the desired number of steps
in the SSQW are not performed, the optical switch (OS) will make the single photon pass
through an optical delay line (ODL), and ODL provides the necessary time delay before
feeding the photon again to the next step of the SSQW operation. Upon completing the
desired number of steps, the OS now lets the single photon through the path labeled ‘Out’.
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